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Brothers become fastest trio to row the Atlantic · Jamie, Ewan and ... Three brothers set new world records rowing the Atlantic
Ocean The Scottish siblings are the .... Edinburgh brothers smash world record for rowing across the Atlantic Ocean by six ...
where teams of rowers race to cross the Atlantic in the quickest time. ... The trio also become the first brothers to row any ocean
and the .... Scottish brothers Ewan, Jamie and Lachlan MacLean have rowed across the Atlantic breaking and setting world
records into the bargain. The Edinburgh-born trio spent 35 days, nine hours and nine minutes at sea as part of the Talisker
Whisky Atlantic Challenge. Crossing the finish .... A trio of brothers from Scotland shattered the world record for a ... MacLean
also became the youngest threesome to row across an ocean when they ... first three brothers to row any ocean and the fastest
trio to row the Atlantic.. MacLean trio from Edinburgh speak of their gruelling 3000-mile challenge ... feet on the ground after
rowing in record-breaking time across the Atlantic. ... They believed they had travelled so fast their family wouldn't make it
on .... Three brothers from Scotland have set three world records after rowing the Atlantic Ocean in just 35 days, reports BBC.
Jamie, Ewan and .... Lachlan, Jamie and Ewan Maclean celebrate in Antigua after becoming the fastest and youngest trio to row
the Atlantic and the first brothers to .... The trio are the first three brothers to row any ocean, the fastest trio to row across the
Atlantic, and the youngest trio to row across the Atlantic, .... The trio knocked six days off the previous Atlantic crossing record.
The MacLean brothers' 3,000-mile ocean odyssey started in late 2017 with a .... Trio of former pupils to become first three
brothers, and youngest team, to row an ... record of being the fastest trio to row the Atlantic Ocean is well within reach.. We are
a team of THREE BROTHERS and this year we will be rowing across the ... FASTEST TRIO TO ROW THE ATLANTIC
OCEAN ... Our aim is to become the first three brothers and the youngest trio to row across the Atlantic Ocean.. In doing so,
they became the first three brothers to row any ocean, the youngest trio to ever row the Atlantic Ocean and the fastest trio to
ever row the Atlantic .... During the Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge, a 3,000 mile row from La Gomera to Antigua, we
became the first three brothers to row any ocean, the fastest trio .... An intrepid team of brothers has become the youngest and
fastest trio to row across the Atlantic—all after spending 35 days, 9 hours, and 9 .... Jamie, Ewan and Lachlan MacLean are the
first three brothers to row any ocean, and the youngest trio and the fastest trio to ever row the Atlantic. They set off from La
Gomera, in the Canary Islands on 12 December and have now completed the 3,000-mile trip to Antigua.. The MacLean
Brothers are a world record holding rowing team from Scotland. The brothers Jamie, Ewan and Lachlan MacLean hold the
records for being the first brother team to row any ocean, the youngest team of three, and the fastest team of three to row the
Atlantic (only 35 days, 9 hours, 9 minutes). ... "Brothers become fastest trio to row the Atlantic".. Previously, the record for the
fastest a trio rowed the Atlantic Ocean was 41 days. Known as BROAR—a combination of "brother" and "oar"—the ....
Brothers become fastest trio to row the Atlantic. The MacLean brothers from Edinburgh crossed the ocean in 35 days, setting
three world records.. Scottish brothers become the fastest and youngest trio to row the Atlantic. 20-01-2020. 2020. Wacky
People. The MacLean family of (left to right) Lachlan .... The MacLean brothers are the first set of brothers to row any ocean,
the fastest and the youngest trio to row across the Atlantic, reported BBC. 2e0d71dcb4 
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